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In recent years rocombination has been discovered in bacterla

and viruses,

The two organisms in which recombination «as first demonstrated

were the colon bacillus and its virus T2, Both organisms are good

to work with because they grow fast and they can be counted easily,

On the surface of an agar plate a single bacterium develops into

a colony, Colonies can be counted if they are not too crowded,

If colonies are too crowded they grow in a thin continuous film

on the surface of the agare If a bacterial virus or bactorlophage

ig present on this surface 1t will multiply by lysing the bacteria,

Bacteriophage, like plant and aniaul viruses, multiply only in

living cells. A colony of phage ia called a plaque; it appears

like a small hole in the film of bacteria that covers the surface

of the agar.

At first sight the life cycle of o bacteriophage particle

sees sluple, It gets adsorbed to a bacterium and after a

characteristic period of time called the latent period, which is

21 minutes for 72, the bacteriua bursts open releusing several

hundreds of particles identical to the one adsorbed at the

beginning. To the solentist interested in the blological problem

of self duplication, this example looks very interesting. Where

do these particles come from? How are they forued? In order to

answer these questions we must see what is going on inside the

bacterium during the latent period. It is very hard to belleve

that a method oan be developed to take a poep inslde the bacterium

without disturbing tne process of phage formution., Suppose instead

we brexk tho bacterium before the spontancous lysis. ☁This might



show us something of whet is going on. Will phage be found? and -2-

in what amount? or will some precursor of the phage be set free? and

what will be the properties of this precursor or prophage? Will

1% be revealed by some serological or biochemical technique?

In 1942 at Vanderbilt University, Dr» Delbrilck and Dr. Luria

started doing experiments following this line of thinkings, The

difficult matter was to break the bacteriwa without dasaging the

phage or whatever was to be found inside, One agent was known

that could do tne job: that agent wae the phage itself, Suppose e

bacterium is infected with two phages T, and Tg. Ty, has a latent

period of 13', To of 21'. The two phages will etart to grow

together but after 13 the progeny of Ty, will break the bacterium open.

that will happen to the progeny of To? Delbriick and Luria did this

experiment, and here starts the sericea of unexpected results that

will lead to the discovery of recombination. In the bacterta

infected with T1 and To nothing happened at 13 minutes; at 21!

the oelis burst, but only Ts was found in the lysed culture. If

instead of a mixture of 7, and To only Tp had been used, the result

would have been the sae. xplaunation: Tz excludes Ty. Both

phages are adsorbed to the same bacterium but only one can grow.

If instead of infecting simultaneously with T, and To we give an

advantage of kt to Ty, many bacteria will yleld Tj but no Tj. The

bacterial culture as a whole may yleld both phages but each burst

coming from one bacberlum will conalst entirely cither or 7, or of

Tae Thia effect waa called mutual exclusion. At that time

Delbruck and Luria made another peculiar observation, If a bacterium

was infected with many phege particles all of the same strain, instead

ef only one, the latent perlod and the yleld did not change. This
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looxecd as if actuelly only one particle took part in the growth.

The principal of mutual exclusion could thus be extended to

purticles of the same strain, As soon as one particle starts

growing in a bacterium an unimown reaction is aturved that resulta

in the exclusion of all obuer particles even Lf they are alroady

adsorbed, Quoting from Delbriick: "The mutual exclusion effoct

{s so novel that its explanation calls for a bold hypothesis. fe

assume that the firat virus which penetrates the coll wall will meke

_ the coll wall fmpermeably to other virus particles just as the

fertilization of an egg by one spermatozoon makes the 6g menbrane

impermeable to other spermatozoa."

In 19h) Luria found the first mutation in phage Toe Strain B

of the colon bacitlus, sensitive to To, oan mutate to B/2, resistant

to Tz. But Tz can mutate to Tah, which lyses B/2. Therefore we

have two types of phage To and Toh, and two typea of bacteria B and

8/2. Toh lysea both bacterial strains, Tz only B and not 3/2.

How suppose we plate on B, Ta cannot be distinguished fron Toh.

If we plate on 8/2, only Toh will give plaques, Now what will

happen if a bacterium of strain 5 ig infected with fa and Toh? Will

only one type be found in the burst? ☁This was a omuctal test for

the theory of mutual exclusion, Luria did some experiments by

infecting bacteria with a mixture of T2 and Toh, and the results

he got seemed to indicate that every burst ylelds either Tg or Tohe

In point of fect Lurla'ts experiment was indecisive on this point,

for reasons we need not go into here,

In 1945 another mutant was found by Dr. Hershey at Washington

University. This mutant was Called r. It gave much lerger plaques

than the wild type r*, ☁This mutant presented the advantage thet it
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could be recognized directly on the plate. Hershey was a little

skeptical about the principle.of gelf-interference, so he tried

mixed infection with the r* and yr to analyze the burst of aingle

bacteria, In order to do this, he used a technique which had

G@lready been worked out by Delbriick, After infection, he plated

the infected bacterla before the burst. In this case each plaque

on the plate originates from. bho phages coming from ono bactoriun,

as the burst takes place in the ugar and remains, so to speak,

concentrated at one point. If the principle of mutual exclusion

for particles of the samo strain was correct, sli tho plaques

should have been either r or r+, ershey had no idea how mixed

plaques would look: what he was planning to do was to semple

some plaques at random and analyze the population obtained from

each plaque, Sut the answer came right away just by looking at the

first plate. The plaques were neither of the Fronor the r* type,

They were mottied, Zand xr☂ crowing together, give, as you cen 868,

a type of plaque very different from either one. The result was

immediately confirmed by showing that the two types were actually

present in the same plaque, At first Delbrilck was quite surprised

at this result, maybo aleo a Little annoyed, but as the lead

looked promising he followed it, @utual axclusion had been

denonstrated in a very cloar way for morphologically and sero-

logically unrelated strains at Ty and Tz. But what would happen

if similar strains were used, for tnstance To and Tis which have

many features in comuon? Delbortick found that To and Tj, could grow

together in the same bacterium,

In one experiment Delbritck used instead of T2 a strain of Tor.

The original experiment of Nershey with mixed infected bacteria

could be repeated, not using Tor and Ror*, but by using Tor and Trt.
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Sut at thia stage something quite amazing occurred. The bectortla

infected with Tgr and Tyr", besides yielding both infecting

types, yielded ulso two new types Tr and Tor*. ecombination

in phage had been discovered. Not only could two different phages

grow in the same becteriun, but they could also recombine sone

of their characters. At the C.SeH. Sympe Quant, 3lol. of 1916

Belbriick announced thia result, but the title of his paper was

"Ynduced Mutations in Bactorlal Viruses," The followins scheme is

given in this paper to represent the new shonomenon.

Trt ♥♥♥_♥+ Tr (Under the influence of Tar).

It is also a genersl principle in blology thet a fomale can

generate offspring with some new character under the good Influence

of the right male. At the end of his puper Delbriick makes the

following statement: "perhaps one might diapute the propriety

of calling the observed changes Induced mutetion. In some respects

they look wore like transfers or even exchanges of genetical

materials." Abt the same symposiua, Hershey gave very convincing

evidence for the independent occurrence of h and r mututions in

phage T The fLeld was finally open for genetic investigation.2°

A two factor cresa, hr by h*rt, could be attempted. In ea private

conversation Hershey made the prediction that out of this cross he

would obtain 25% of each of the four types (two parental und 2

recombinant), To which GSelbritck asked: Do you think that genes are

in solution?

tyagt replied [ershey.

"I bet you a dollar,☝ saic Delbriick.

it this tlme Delbriick moved from Vanderbilt University to his

new position at the Galifornia Institute of Technology and for soe
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time he disappeared from the story of recombination, %e let him go

to Callfornla where shortly afterwards he received a dollar for

his bete Actually Hershey lost his bet for some very special

reason, What he did was to plate the yleld of his crosa on 3/2

where only the h could grow. In thia way he wanted to ace if

half of the h were yr (parental type) and half rt (recombinant

type). What he found was a large excess of the purentel type but

this rosult was not due to lack of mixing, but to a complex

phenomenon which he discovered and called later "phenotypic mising."

Had he done the experiment with the correset technique he would have

found a ratio very close to the predicted 25%, Together with one

dollar, he would heve gained the notion of genes in solution,

When we speak of crosges between phages two things should be

kept well in mind,

le) The phage psrticles are haploid, or if they ere diploid

they are homozygous, I siake thia statement for the sake of

simplicity because Hershey haa shown thet 25 of the phage particles

originating froma a cross are heterozygous for any character for which

the two parents are different. In an armmusl report to the Public

Health Servies in 1950 Hershey wrote the following: "Experimenta on

the mechanlam of genetic recombination have been temporarily

abandoned for lack of ideas," In his 1951 report, after quoting the

previous statement, he wrote: "At present we go to the oppoatte

extrene." This new hope was based on some very interesting facts

concerning the heterosygotes,. Gut these very Iinterssting facts

remain up to now unexplained, end the new hope has again faded away.

Anyhow at the present moment we can ignore the heterozygotes and

Just consider them some abnormal form which appears in the progeny
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of crosses with a frequency of 25. The remaining 935 of the

phage particles oehave like haploids.

ée) The other fact we must vear in wind ta the following.

#6 ape not dealing with crossea between two individual perticles, but

rather between sone particles of one strain and some purticles of

another, ☁hat we actuully do is to infect a bacterium with sonething

between 10 and 20 particles of whioh half will be of one type

and half of the other one, Following random varlations from the

d 3 1 retio of adsorbed particles, we huve in che >opulation of

bacberla many individuals which have adsorbed an eacess of elther

one or the other parent, These vartations cen bo calculated,

A Gross can be made between more than to parents. Suppose we

have three phage straing with the following markers Abc, alc, abC,

iv we infect a oacterLum with let us say 5 particles of cach types,

will the type ABC, which has ab least one uarker from each parent

appear in the progeny? Yhis type of cross can be Galled triosarental,

Hershey did this experiment and found in the yield recombinants of the

type ABC. This means one of two things:

1.) Either the new phage is formed out of some kind of pool

of the parontal characters,

2a) Ur matinge are possible between parents and recombinants,

i.¢tuaelly whet ve ere coiling Ls to choose between some oonpletely

new type of recocbination, probably connected with resroduction of the

phage, und the claseical mechaniam of recoibination by mating

between palrs, Soth hypotheses proposed for the first tine by

Hershey may look quite appeallng to people working in the fLela of

phage, sut while the fires hypothesis is still rutiner vague, the

second one has been defined in a very claburate ani complete way on
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the assumption that phage particles mate at random inside the

bacterium and that before the burst several rounds of sating have

taken plece. The whole theory of outing between phere particles

has been recently developed by Delbrtick for two factor and three

factor, diparental and triperental crosses, The two parameters

which are kept conatant are the number of rounds of mating taking

place inside one bacterium, and the linkage relation between two

given markers, Whet can be changed are the relative ratios of

infecting particles per bacterium and the markers entering into

the cross, The predictions of the theory fit very well with the

experinentel results so far obtained. This does not wean that

other theories may not give predictions equally good, To oxplain the

iuplicatilons of tho muting theory let us make an anelozy. Suppose

we heve two genetically different strains of Drosophila of which

we pub ten flies of each type (5 males and $ females) in a vial,

Por some unknowl reason we cannot open the vial for s len: pertod

of tlne, les us aay 2 monthe, until the flies have used «ll the

food present in the vial. Let us suppose ulso that at this moment

the vial bursts open and the progeny set free can ve finally

examined and classified genutically. Assuming random muting and

absence of selection we can calculate the number of generations

from the frequency ef recoubination for unlinked cheracters, and

knowing the number of generations we can calculate the Linkage

value per generation for characters situated on the sane chromosome,

the phuge particles can be compared to the flies, the bacterlum

to the vial, and tne latent period of 20 minutes to the hypothetical

period of two months. As I said before the caleulation of the

number of matings is based on the lmowledge that sowe of the characters
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are unlinked, This fact had not been clearly denonstrated for

phases Hershey had found three linkage groups each of which

showed 1.0% recombination with the other two. As higher values had

not been obtained, these gfroups were considered to be unlinked, This

meant in the terme of the mating theory that since tne number of

matings was limited we never errived at the complete broakdown of

the parental combinations.☝Te clarify this point Hershey and I

started last year to do some eaperiments which gave a clear

demonstration of the validity of Mendel's lawa for bactorlophage.

Segresation between unlinked markers should be 1: 1 as a result of the

mating between two different particles, Suppose we have the following

strains Abc and aBC, Lot us choose among the progeny a class of

recombinants for A and 3, for inatence Ad. Kvery phage particle AB

must have mated at least once with the opposite parent, hat will

then be the ratio of Cre in the class AB? The ratio waa found to

be lil. This finding can be considered proof of unlinked characters,

In order to obtain thla result the bacterLa must be infected with the

same number of particles for the two perental types. if this rutio

is unequal, the results are quite different. It was for the

purpose of analyzing these reaults that Delbrtick started his work on

the theory of successive matings,
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Matations can be defined as heritable changes in the action

of genes, What we observe are alterations of structure or |

function in an argenism, We refer these chenges to genes when

mutation or recombination tests show that the change has

originated in a unitary structure, We can now say that some

characters in bacterial virusos depend on gene action, We have

seen in our brief review now this evidence ☁:as been imposed by

new facts successively disproving all previous hypotheses,

Only ten years apo the expression "naked gene" was used for

viruses, Now we can say that from the senetical viewpoint T2

is just as complex as any other organism. Moreuver, all facts

known at present can be explained in the framework of classical

genetics,

The discovery of reconbination in bacteria follows a

aifferent pattern. Recombination was not found, but wus looked

for. It is aleo hard to conecive how it could have been found

without looking specifically for it. In 1945 Dr, Tatum at

Stanford University published a paper on tnduced mutetions in the

colon bacillus, The wild type of the colon bacillus can be grown

in a synthetic medium containing glucose and lnorganic salts,

In a population of these bacteria grown in complete medium, for

instance broth, some rare individuals may be found wiich need

specific additions in order to grow in synthetic medium. Many

of these growth factors turn out to be single welll defined

chemical substances such as aminoacids or vitamins that the

bacterium can normally synthesize. These metabolic changes
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are heritable, Tatum found that the frequency of nutritionally

exacting cells was increased in populations that had been

exposed to X-rays, This suggested that the changes in the

colon bacillus might be similar to mutations in higher organisms,

Moreover, a variant requiring one growth factor could yield

further variants with double requirenents, suggesting the

independence of the several changes. This was the only kind of

evidence, which could be obtained at that time, pointing to

the mutational nature of the changed requirement, It was surely

an important advance in bacterial genetics, but definito proof

for the existence of genes in bacteria could only be given by

the recombination test. The clussical work of Beadle and Tatum

in the biochemical genetics of Neurospora had shown that altered

nutritional requirements in this organism resulted from mutations

of Mendelian genes, Already at that tine Tatunts purpose of

going after nutritional variants in bacteria wes to teat the

possibility of recombination, ☁The strain of coll used by Tatum was

called K 12, It sad been chosen for sume previous biochemical work

as a good producer of indole, Miss Esther Zimmer helped Dr, Tatum

to isolate from K 12 variants with double nutritional requirements,

As we will see later both K 12 and Miss Zimmer became very important

in the life of a young medical student at Columbla University--

Mir, Lederberg, In 19)5«l.6 Lederberg was working for his thesis

on selection of prototroph reversions in Neurospora, This gave

him the Idea of applying the same test to bacteria. Suppose a

wild type prototroph strain mutates to A, requiring growth factor

A, By a single step back mutation A~ can revert. to wild type.
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This second mutation oan be conveniently studied as the mutated

type is selected for by plating a certain amount of A~ cells

on synthetio medium. Only the cella mutated to prototrophiam

will be able to grow. Kare prototrophs can thus be easily detected

in a bacterial population. But rare prototropha, other than by

mutation, could also arise by some other rare event as recombination,

provided recomoination occurred and the right mixture of bacterfal

strains was used, Suppose we mix two strains of bacterla A B☝

end AW3; three different events can lead to the formationof a

prototroph: mutation of the first strain to B, mutation of the

second strain to A and recombination. The mutation rates of the

two atreins can be measured by separate plating. Lederberg wrote

to Tatum about thie iden and when Tatum received this letter from a

atudent suggesting the sane idea he had in mind, he thought the

best thing to do was to invite thia student to work with him on

the project. In March 196 Lederberg went on a fellowship to Yale.

After three months, at the C,5.1.5., the same one at which Delbruck

gave the firat evidence for recombination in phage, Tatum and

Lederberg delivered a paper with the title "Novel genotypes in

mixed cultures of plochenical mutants of bacteria." Sy using

multiple mutants, requiring at least two growth factors, proto-

trophs due to back mutation were practically reduced to zero, while

when plating the mixture of the two parents in synthetic medium,

prototrophs were detected in a proportion of the order of 107",

But the definite proof for recombination was given later by

Lederberg in 191.7. By using additional markers full evidence waa

obtained that what segregates is the locus and not the character,
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☁The clasaical crosses with characters in coupling and repulsion

could be repeated with bacteria. Quoting from Lederberg: "The

prototroph provides the putatively sexual progeny which can be

surveyed for factor recombination, It must be emphasized that

the demonstration of recombination does not rest directly upon

mere observation of prototrophs, but upon the occurrence of

series of new combinations of unselected markers introdused with

the nutritionally differentiated parents,"

The choice of Ki2g was an extraordinary lucky one, as very

few strains of the colon bacillus proved later to be sexual,

After such a fortunate beginning Lederberg was compelled to

abandon medical school and to devote himself to the atudy of Ky.

In doing this he was helped by Miss Zimmer, who had been the first

to isolate the double mitants, and who became his wife and his

closest collaborator,

The story of science is a story of men with some ideas about

natural phenomena, Two kinda of emotions are reserved to these

men: the surprise of finding something very different from what

they thought and the pleasure of confirming their own hypothesis,

We have seen how following these two different patterns the

gencral phenomenon of genotical recombination was diacovered in two

different classes of microorganisms: the viruses and the bacteria,


